
5. No Self and Resurrected Body
I have been privileged to participate in an intense interreligious dialogue within myself 
between my exposures to a resurgent Christianity and to a reenlightened Buddhism.  
My experience with Christianity has a long history beginning with a rather intense 
experience from 1949 to 1953 with a lively Methodist Student Movement, followed by 
theological training at Perkins School of Theology in Dallas, Texas, meeting there 
several great teachers as well as beginning lasting conversations with Søren 
Kierkegaard, Richard Niebuhr, Paul Tillich, Rudolf Bultmann, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer.  
This journey was carried along in a Christian renewal movement and fourteen years of 
life in an innovative Christian order of families.  I have continued reading, writing, and 
teaching Christian renewal until this day.

Buddhism and the No Self
In the late 20th and early 21st Century, I began a rather intense dialogue with 

Buddhism, doing a number of  5-day to 10-day retreats with Vipassana teachers like 
Eugene Cash and Joseph Goldstein.  I also read a lot of other Buddhist writers, men and 
women (Pema Chodron), of lasting impact on my sense of reality.  It was Joseph 
Goldstein who finally worked me through an understanding of the, to me, quite radical 
Buddhist concept of “No Self.”  After being so many years in quest of my “True Self,” 
or my “Christ Self,” to consider having “No Self” seemed beyond the scope of plausible 
considerations.  At one of my retreats, I arranged a private session with Joseph 
Goldstein in which we talked for most of an hour about nothing else than “No Self.”

What finally broke clear for me was that I certainly did have a self in the sense of a 
core experience of being conscious of being conscious, but all the ideas I have about 
“who I am” are illusions.  I do not know who I am, and I am fundamentally incapable 
of ever knowing “who I am.”  Every idea I have about myself is too narrow a container 
for encompassing “who I am.”   My being is a mystery beyond all comprehension.  
“Who I am” is so profound that no idea about that can ever be correct.  The experience 
of No Self means that I have become empty of any sense of myself worth clinging to.  
The Buddhist teacher Adyashanti wrote a book entitled Emptiness Dancing.  That title, as 
well as that book, holds the experience of No Self quite well.  Here I am dancing my life, 
but at core I am empty of any sense of who is dancing.

What has actually died in order to come into an awareness of No Self is my trust in 
the capability of my finite mind to comprehend, hold, and control matters of ultimate 
human profoundness.  I am a mysterious Emptiness living within a Whole Drama of 
mysterious  Emptiness.  I will never be privileged to know Reality in a mental way, or 
know myself in a mental way.  The very meaning of “knowing myself” or “knowing 
Reality” has shifted from comprehending to sensing a mysteriousness that will never go 
away or be understood by me or any other human being.

This demotion of the human mind need not imply a disparagement or disrespect of 
the human mind.  Certainly, these lucid Buddhist teachers who hold the view of No Self 
do not thereby cease to be competent users of their minds. Sometimes there may 
appear a Buddhist teacher who implies a disparagement of all human thought, but we 
can view this as an instance of a type of perversion that can occur in any religion.

Both Buddhists and Christians talk about freedom. Freedom is a quality of the No-
self Self.  If I am clinging to a self-created self, then I am in bondage to that dismal 
substitute for the Real Self.  I am bound to do what my self-created self does.  When we 
make excuses like “I cannot do that; I am not that kind of person,” we are lying, for we 
truly do not know what we can do or what we cannot do or what kind of person we 
really are.  This surprising not-knowing awareness can happen in ordinary situations.

Years ago, I was asked to take my mentor’s place for a set of Religious Emphasis 
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speeches on a college campus in Billings, Montana.  My mentor was a great man and a 
charismatic speaker, a man of strong reputation, so my mind says to me, “Who am I to 
take his place in such a role.”   I had given lots of talks, learned a lot from this very man. 
But as I travel on the airplane to Billings, Montana I am terrified, “How can I meet the 
expectations of these college teachers and students?”

Somehow, I  resolved to take whatever scorn was surely coming and just focus on 
doing what I could.  It was only later that I become clear that this very resolution is an 
instance of the Sprit Freedom that characterizes the “No-Self.”  Well, it all worked out.   
They did not seem to guess that I was such a novice.  The scrap of Freedom that I 
accessed seemed to convince them that I was up for the job.  In my fireside chats in the 
evenings with small groups, I knew what to say to every question that came up.  In 
spite of being what my mind said was a masquerade, I was, it seemed to me, led by the 
Holy Spirit of Freedom.  There was some opposition to me, some disappointment 
perhaps, but I did not care.  

As I meditated on all this coming home on the plane, I realized I had done some sort 
of permanent damage to my old self-talk.  “I can never again get away with telling 
myself that I cannot meet such challenges.”  Such Freedom is not a special magic that 
some special people have.  Such Freedom is just there when our fabricated selves are 
set aside and our Real Selves (no-selves) step forth.

Losing my self to find my Self
Rather than speaking of “no self,” Christian tradition usually speaks of “losing my 

self to find my self.”   The self we are losing is the self we think we are.  The self we 
thereby find is the self that God (Final Reality) is creating.  What we call “despair” is 
most often a state of a clinging to a self that we are not.  As long as we insist on 
continuing our commitment to the “self” we think we are, “despair” is the appropriate 
description for how that clinging to a false me works out.  It is the self-constructed self 
that  despairs.  The “True Self” (that is, the “No Self”) is not a being that can  “despair”  
Such a “me” will continue to have pain, difficulty, and challenges as well as pleasure, 
ease, and victories, but there will be no need to despair over any of these comfortable 
or uncomfortable things.

Once I have died to the “me” images that are created by me, the “Real Me” 
manifests as a relation with Eternity that is blessed by Eternity with abundant 
forgiveness for my spending so much of my life trying to be a self-constructed “me,” 
rather than the “Me” created by Eternity.  And, this ever-creative Eternity is 
empowering Me with the courage to be my own particular finite person that lives in a 
constant revolution of self images and operational views of the world.   I am no longer 
a definite me: I am an ever becoming me while never ceasing to be the No-Self Me.  Beneath 
this ever-becoming process of my finite self-imagery, I am also the Me of Radical 
Freedom, a Freedom that is not restrained by any picture I have of me.  I am a 
possibility of  Freedom that is completely mysterious to myself.  Who am I?  I have no 
idea (or rather I have many ideas, all false).  I can point to myself only with the imagery 
of becoming.  In my present profound essence, emptiness is my name.  Intensity is how I 
be.  Resurgence is what I do.  Trusting in the Mystery of it all is my identity.  Love of the 
everything is my style of being.  Freedom for creation out of nothing is my vocation.

Perhaps this deep Freedom is the hardest thing to know about my True Self.  For it 
is not the freedom to do whatever I want.  It is not the freedom of having no limits.  It 
is not the freedom of  being without the Total Demand of obedience to being realistic.  
It is not the freedom of never having to make tough decisions.  It is not the freedom of 
drunkenness in some favorite addiction or distraction.  It is the Freedom from having 
any definite self that excuses me from dealing with situations or that makes me do 
some particular set of behaviors.  It  is a Freedom that blows open my imagination 
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about what is possible in the world around me.  I can now invent a new and better way 
of seeing everything.  I can find answers where answers did not previously exist.  I can 
do what most people call “the impossible.”

Jesus, I believe, became frustrated with his disciples’ slowness in accessing their 
Freedom and yelled out to them this rather exaggerated saying:  “If you have even a 
very small grain of faith you can say to that mountain, ‘Move,’ and it will move.”  That 
is what Freedom is: the complete end to every trace of fatalism.

Nikos Kazantzakis in his classic The Saviors of God expresses the feel of this Freedom 
in this bit of moving poetry:

Learn to obey.  Only he who obeys a rhythm superior to his own is free.
Learn to command.  Only he who can give commands may represent me here on earth.
Love responsibility.  Say: ‘It is my duty, and mine alone to save the earth.  If it is not

saved, then I alone am to blame.’1 

Obviously, any one person cannot do everything, but Freedom means that I am 
responsible for everything.  I am responsible for the things I cannot do as well as for 
the things I can do. The entire weight of the planet is placed upon me and me alone.  I 
am Atlas and no one is ever going to take my place.  Other Atlas-like Selves  who went 
before me, or will join me, and will come after me are in the same fix: the entire Earth 
rests upon their shoulders.  Those Buddhas or Shambhala Warriors, those called to be 
the People of God, those in true submission to Allah, those who are the true members 
of the resurrected Body of Christ, are all my teammates in Freedom.

Christianity and the Resurrected Body
The emphasis on the mind in Western civilization has been a gift of serious curiosity 

for greater scientific knowledge and ever more inclusive philosophical vision. But too 
often Western-trained people consider a depth contemplation of the real self as 
dangerous territory, best avoided in order to hold onto our mental treasures.  Even 
contempt of the biological body has resulted from some of this western-styled 
idolization of the mind.  

Recent Christian theologizing has resisted this idolization of the mind and has 
restored respect for the body.  Such theologizing has made clear to me that the Hebrew 
roots of our Christian theologizing has always been in tension with the Greek 
overemphasis on the mind.  Yahweh (the worship of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Moses, 
and the prophets)  was depicted as that Final Reality “whose ways were not our ways” 
and whose “mind” exceeds our mind infinitely.  Conservative Christians viewed in a 
literal fashion the metaphor “mind” as applied to the Final Reality, thereby becoming 
rationalists who avoided the sheer mysteriousness of their relation to Final Reality. This 
was not a true understanding of our Hebraic roots in which an absolutely mysterious 
God whose ways are not our ways, metaphorically walks and talks with us in our 
gardens of human experience.

Also, Christian theology has typically pictured Final Realty by means of the 
metaphor Absolute Freedom, rather than Absolute Order.  Though consistency and 
dependable order can be seen in the operation of the cosmos, the metaphor “freedom”  
applied to this Final Mystery makes plausible the notion that “All things are possible for 
God.” Certainly most of the teachings of Jesus say or at least imply that our 
expectations need to be open to outcomes that are far beyond whatever our minds tell 
us is impossible.  We confront inevitable Surprise in every moment of our actual lives. 
We actually have no sure knowledge about what Reality will do next.

New Testament metaphors are loaded with doing-the-impossible imagery.  Both 
Jesus and his followers are said to have a second birth (a virgin birth, sired by Infinity 
1 Kazantzakis, Nikos; The Saviors of God (Simon and Schuster: 1960) page 68
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and wombed in an finite body).  This is a surprise experience that has no way of being 
anticipated or explained by our super-knowledgable minds. The metaphor 
“Resurrection from the dead” is a bodily resurrection not to be confused with some 
happening in the mental realm.  Our scientific literalism has prevented us from 
considering these earthy symbols in their serious metaphorically expressed truth.  New 
Birth happens to the whole body, not to the mind or spirit or consciousness.  Similarly, 
being “crucified with Jesus and raised up with him” is a bodily experience – not that our  
body actually stops breathing and starts decaying before some literal resuscitation takes 
place.  But it is the body we are talking about.  Mind in this story is just one part of that 
body.  Consciousness is likewise a liveliness in the finite body.  The human body in 
these metaphorical stories is a sanctuary for the Divine, a home for the Infinite 
Mysteriousness.  My “Death and Resurrection” bring into play a True Self that makes 
no sense at all to the finite mind as we observe this happening and attempt to tell about 
it as best we can in mere mental forms.

One way of talking about what dies in being crucified with Christ is that all the 
mind’s pictures of “who we are” have been dethroned.  All those pictures become dead 
and buried because they are false pictures of who we are.  After such obliteration, we 
may lie in the resulting emptiness for three days or so, sensing No Self at all.  Then on 
the third day, early some morning, something begins to stir.  This same old body with 
its same physical birth, temporal history, and approaching death, begins to stir.  A 
butterfly of some sort is spreading wings within what had seemed to be a caterpillar 
forever.  Looking in the mirror the same face looks back, no actual wings appear on the 
shoulders, but everything is somehow changed.  The emptiness continues, but 
somehow emptiness has become lively, dancing—it is my truth worth living.

The Resurrected Life is an Embodied Life
This story of Christian salvation or healing or new birth is an affirmation of bodily 

existence not found in every religious heritage.  This biological, down-to-Earth quality 
has implications for Christian ethics that can be viewed as a unique gift to interreligious 
dialogue, and to the destiny of human life on Earth.

When we wake up in the no self quality of resurrection and look around, we notice 
that our resurrected body still has our old images of self, a picture of myself that we now 
know is “not Me.” But there it is: the same configuration of self images, images 
somewhat true to life, but also so weak and limited as to not be worth clinging 
to—indeed a new batch of also limited self images can now be created if we so choose.  
We actually need images of our self, but these images are not who we are. 

And we are not our personality where “personality” means those habits of living put 
together since childhood.  These habits are not who we are; nevertheless they persist in 
this resurrected body. They are my body’s personality, and this is still my body, but I 
am not my personality. And I am now free to get to know my personality better and 
perhaps make a few key changes in it. But whether or not these changes are made or 
can be made quickly or are ever made, I am not my personality.  I need not judge or 
glory in my personality.  Working to improve my personality is just one of the several 
projects in my life, and perhaps not the most important one.  If I happen to have a 
rather dysfunctional personality that keeps getting me in trouble and preventing me 
from doing my life calling well, then perhaps spending some time shaping up my 
personality may be a priority.  On the other hand, I need to be aware that loving my 
neighbor does not require a perfect personality, and there is no such thing as a perfect 
personality.  Even if there were a perfect personality, it would still not be me.

We live our resurrected life in our body, the same toes, liver, mind, images, 
personality.  All these temporal things can be changed, and do change, but they never 
become Me in my resurrected, no-self Self.  I am emptiness dancing the freedom dance. 
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